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F
ort Thomas Independent 
Schools (FTIS) has 
spent the last year 

determining how it can best 
realize its mission—because 
our mission is strong: 

• To provide engaging and 
challenging learning ex-
periences 

• To foster creativity, 
curiosity and innovation 

• To inspire all students to 
pursue lifelong learning 
and become productive 
members of the global community

I am this mission’s biggest champion. But in order to see it to fruition, we 
needed to get specific about the attributes and skillsets our students need in 
the 21st century and how we are equipping them accordingly. That’s why we’ve 
developed the FTIS Portrait of a Graduate. It’s what we want all students to know, 
do and be like when they graduate.

Over the last year, we spent countless hours with our administrators, teachers and 
counselors, soliciting input from other high-performing districts around the country 
and getting feedback from local businesses, parents, community members and 
students on what competencies our students need to be successful. Over the summer, 
we pinpointed five specific strengths that characterize the kind of graduates who can 

be successful in the 21st century. Every student who graduates from FTIS will be: 
• A Curious and Critical Thinker who values inquiry and is always seeking to learn more
• A Courageous Leader who displays high levels of leadership, optimism and hope
• An Empathetic Collaborator who not only knows how to work with others but who respects others’ 

perspectives
• A Global Communicator who demonstrates the ability to communicate effectively in writing, verbally and 

interpersonally
• A Creative Problem Solver who demonstrates creativity and entrepreneurship
This defines our Portrait of a Graduate, and it is our North Star. We will use it to inform our instructional frameworks 

and the opportunities we give students, and it is what we will endeavor to build into every student at every grade level. 
In this edition of Traditions, we’re highlighting the many ways our schools are already developing the “curious 

and critical thinker” competency. You’ll read about HHS students virtually visiting the rainforest of Borneo, HMS 
students exploring particle motion through a balloon experiment and elementary students learning how to read 
with comprehension and think like scientists through Project-Based Learning.   

I know you’ll be as proud as I am of the work our teachers are doing to prepare your children for their futures. 

— Dr. Karen Cheser
Superintendent, Fort Thomas Independent Schools

Moyer 2nd-grade students present their FTIS Central Office Community  
Art Project to Superintendent Karen Cheser. 

January 
 7 Return from Winter Break

 9 Second Quarter Report Cards Sent Home

 14 Board of Education Meeting

 21 Martin Luther King Jr. Day – No School

 23 Late Arrival Day

 24–27 HMS Musical James and the Giant Peach

February 
 5 WES Wax Museum

 7 JES Wax Museum

 11 Board of Education Meeting

 18 Presidents Day – No School

 20 Late Arrival Day

 22 HMS Talent Show

 28 HMS Strings Concert

March
 2 Annual FTEF Dance 

 5 HHS Choral Concert

 8  MES Talent Show

 11 Board of Education Meeting

 12 HMS Choir Concert

 15 JES Talent Show

 20 Late Arrival Day

  Third Quarter Report Cards Sent Home

 21–24 HHS Musical Putnam County Spelling Bee

 29 Professional Development – No School

April
 1–5 Spring Break

 15 Board of Education Meeting

 16 HMS Student Showcase

 23 MES Spring Concert

 24 WES Choir Concert

 25 HHS Strings Concert

May 

 2 HMS Strings Concert

 5 HHS Choir Concert

 13 Board of Education Meeting

 16 HMS Choir Concert

 21 Primary Election Day – No School

 26 HHS Graduation 

 

Calendar, 2018–19

Our 
North 

Star

Save the Date: March 2
Mark your calendars now for the annual Fort Thomas 
Education Foundation (FTEF) Dance!
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Certified
Matthew Bertasso, HHS Principal

Matthew Ewald, HHS Science

Robin Kemp, HHS Science

Ann Listerman, HHS Counselor

Chelsey St. Martin, HHS Math

Britane Bednar, HMS Counselor

Caroll Higgason, HMS German 

Kimberley Klein, HMS Science

Zachary Rowe, HMS Social Studies

Lindsay Cahill, JES Special Education

Lauren Castro, JES Speech Pathologist

Megan Leising, JES Preschool

Erinn Volpenhein, JES Kindergarten

Natalie Woeste, JES Special Education

Kelsey Hogberg, MES 5th Grade

Jaclyn Holmes, MES Speech Pathologist

Jenny Miller-Horn, MES Special Education

Karrie Chajkowski, WES Library Media Specialist

Natalie Heidrich, WES, Title I

Holly Solzmon, WES Special Education

Elizabeth Waymeyer, WES 4th Grade

Alicia Wittmer, WES 4th Grade

Classified
Eden Creamer, HHS Cafeteria

Mitchell Gesenhues, HHS Custodian

Tom Naegele, HHS Custodian 

Marcie Winter, HHS Cafeteria

Jessica Delaney, HMS Cafeteria

Diana Hunter, HMS Custodian

Julie Meyer, JES Instructional Assistant

Jane Petracco, JES Instructional Assistant

Taryn Zins, JES Cafeteria

Sarah Harrison, MES Instructional Assistant

Jacob Kissel, WES Custodian

Susan Schuh, WES Instructional Assistant

Welcome 
New Faculty  
& Staff 

Woodfill 1st-grader Braxton Hamm
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T
hroughout this publication, you’ll see evidence of 
the way Fort Thomas Independent Schools (FTIS) is 
cultivating “curious and critical thinkers,” one of our 

five key competencies in the FTIS Portrait of a Graduate. 
We’ve defined this strength as someone who values 

inquiry and always seeks to learn more. More specifically, 
this means that FTIS students will:

• Develop a sense of wonder and will initiate their 
own learning

• Generate powerful questions 
and independently 
investigate, reason and 
analyze multiple sources

• Carefully assess outcomes 
and draw logical conclusions 
about next steps

Research shows that when we’re 
curious about something, we learn 
more, are more likely to remember it 
and will more deeply understand it. 
Students who are curious persevere 
in their learning until they’ve 

satisfied their need to know. Further, curiosity has been 
shown to be a central factor in academic achievement. 

At FTIS we want to foster this curiosity, which in turn gives 
students an opportunity to think critically about their learning. 
Giving students opportunities to pursue their interests and ask 
questions inherently leads students to question assumptions 
and not just understand what has occurred but why it 
has occurred.

It’s essential that students 
be prepared to initiate their 
own learning and be able to 
think their way through the 
obstacles that jobs and life 
will present. By deliberately 
cultivating curious and critical 
thinkers, we are preparing 
students to be lifelong learners, 
confident problem solvers and 
capable leaders in a global 
community. 

— Karen Cheser, 
Superintendent,  

Fort Thomas Independent 
Schools
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The Case for Curious  
and Critical Thinkers

F
ort Thomas Independent Schools (FTIS) is 
implementing a new and big initiative designed 
to uncover and enact the best ideas from its most 

informed people. It’s called the Fort Thomas Idea Search. 
(Could its name have a more befitting acronym? We 
think not.)

This fall, a committee led by Bill Bradford, FTIS assistant 
superintendent for teaching & learning, partnered with 
the national organization, InnovateK12, which enables 
school districts to collect ideas for improvement through 
an online platform. Users 
can then vote on the ideas 
they most want to see 
implemented. 

“Any member of our 
district staff could log in 
and submit an idea that 
gets to the heart of a 
problem we can solve,” 
explains Bradford. “It 
could be something small 
that we can address in a 
day or something much 
larger that might require 
more time and resources. 
Regardless of the size, 
we want to solicit our 
staff’s feedback and 
use their ideas to create 
improvement for our 
students.”

Matt Bertasso, one of the committee members and 
Highlands High School’s principal, is most excited about 
receiving feedback from those who know the school and 
its students best. “Typically, in a school system a small 
group of people make a large number of the decisions, 
but this is an opportunity for a large group of people 
to help make a large impact on our school community,” 
he says. “This is where all those ‘what if ’ conversations 
have a place to be planted and an opportunity to grow. 
The Fort Thomas Idea Search gives us the chance to hear 
those ideas and make them happen.”

Not only does the Fort Thomas Idea Search solicit and 
determine the best ideas to implement, but it submits 
each winning idea to an idea workshop where a team of 
people determine the best way to realize the idea, pilot 
it if necessary and then implement it on a full scale if 
successful.

“It’s exciting to have this platform where the frontline 
people can identify areas for opportunity or innovation,” 
says Elementary Assistant Principal Peter Winkler, “and 
also contribute through the design/thinking process 

to find solutions, address 
unmet needs and create 
new experiences—all in an 
effort to grow and improve 
our district.”

District staff submitted 
their ideas over a three-
week period in October. 
Next, the ideas were voted 
on through the Innovate 
K12 platform, which allowed 
for pair-matrix voting. 
Now the winning ideas 
are being workshopped, 
and Bradford and his team 
hope to see them go into 
effect throughout the spring 
of 2019. 

The Fort Thomas Idea 
Search illustrates the district’s 

commitment to innovation and models some of the key 
competencies of its Portrait of a Graduate, including curious, 
critical thinker and creative problem solver. “We’re rooted 
in tradition, and we want to savor and protect that,” says 
Bradford. “But we also want to focus on the future and 
create new opportunities that will advance the work 
we’re doing.” 

By leveraging the ideas of its staff and capitalizing on 
their valuable feedback, FTIS believes the Idea Search 
will create favorable changes that solve problems, 
identify new opportunities, and accentuate and further 
its achievements for years to come. 

Our Very Own 
Search Engine

“We’ve defined 

this strength 

[“curious and 

critical thinkers”] 

as someone who 

values inquiry 

and always seeks 

to learn more.”

FTIS teachers (L-R) Caroll Higgason, Robin Kemp, Kim Klein 

and Chelsey St. Martin collaborate to develop units that 

incorporate Portrait of a Graduate competencies.

Johnson preschool students Colton Thomas (L) and Leon Petit use curious and critical thinking skills through play with building blocks.
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solve some of the world’s most significant challenges. After 
“visiting” Borneo, students took a field trip to a local grocery 
store to look at the products made from palm oil.

“These experiences created a great classroom discussion 
where we addressed why we should care about deforestation 
on a remote Asian island and how students can impact the 
problem,” says Epperson.

After learning about monocultures, students wrote reflection 
essays. Junior Madeline Mason observes, “Because of the high 
demand in the palm oil industry, much land in tropical islands 
near the equator is being taken up for this. Human demands 
must be changed and become more environmentally friendly 
in order to end this.”

This kind of investigative work that compels students to 
think critically about the world around them is exactly what 
HHS science teacher Matthew Ewald facilitates in his biology 
lab classes. “Science class is all about asking questions, developing a 

way to get to the heart of the question and then attempting to 
use what we’ve learned to answer the question with which we 
started,” says Ewald. 

For Ewald, building curious and critical thinkers means 
challenging students to ask real, meaningful questions and 
then giving them the opportunity to work their way through 
how to answer those questions. “The ‘curious thinker’ portion 
of this competency focuses on the students asking the real 
questions—questions they are curious about and want to 
explore,” he explains. “The ‘critical thinker’ portion of this 
competency then focuses on giving students everything they 
need—the content, time and support—so they can try to 
answer their questions.” 

Lauren Groeschen, one of Ewald’s sophomore biology 
students, enjoys her lab class because it gives her a chance 
to apply the knowledge she’s learned and actually “do 
science.” “Labs are great because we get to interact with 
the material in a different way,” Lauren explains. “We get to 
have hands-on experiences with the things we’re learning, 
and we get to think differently about what we’re learning.”

Since students may not get the right answer the first time 
they run an experiment or test a theory, they must be able 
to critically think about what they are doing to consider how 

W
hen Highlands High School (HHS) students 
peered through IR (infrared) goggles in their 
AP Environmental Science class, they were virtually 

transported to the rainforest in Borneo where they witnessed 
the devastation it has endured due to deforestation. 

Through Google Expeditions, an immersive education 
app, teachers like Colleen Epperson, HHS AP Environmental 
Science and chemistry teacher, and her students can explore 
the world through virtual-reality tours. Epperson uses the app 
in her classroom to give students access to investigate how 
monocultures impact climate change and biodiversity. Not 
only did her students see the destruction of the rainforest, 
but they also visited a palm oil plantation that was planted 
in place of it. 

When classrooms become virtual plantation fields or 
rainforests, student curiosity about places and people grows, 
and it fuels the desire to learn and discover ways they can 

HHS AP Environmental Science students use virtual reality goggles to “see” the effects of deforestation.

HHS seniors (L-R) Morgan Coffey, Abigail Barton, Caroline Lorenz, and Gwen Donskey  
learn about the environmental impact of making smoothies.
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Exploratory and Experimental 
Learning

to alter their process to achieve a different result. That’s the 
true beauty of science, says Ewald. “As teachers we have the 
ability to watch students grow into curious and critical thinkers 
as they learn more about how to learn and do science.”

Seniors Lily Shamblin and Ben Rawlins learn through a 
hands-on experiment in the biology lab.
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T
eaching 6th-graders about particle motion and getting 
them to understand it may sound far-fetched, but not if 
you’re Stephanie Ewald, Highland Middle School’s (HMS) 

math and science teacher.  
She uses an experiment called “chilly balloons” to demonstrate 

how thermal energy impacts particle motion. Students inflate a 
balloon, measure its circumference and then submerge the 
balloon in a bowl of ice water for three 
minutes. After removing the balloon, they 
measure its circumference again. Ewald 
then asks the students to think critically 
about what they’ve just witnessed: How 
did the circumference change? Why did it 
change? Finally, students draw a picture of 
their interpretation of what the particles 
of air in the balloon look like before and 
after cooling.

“Students aren’t just learning what 
particle motion is and how particles are impacted by thermal 
energy, but they are demonstrating their understanding,” 
says Ewald.

Sixth-grader Alex Lancaster says, “I learned that when you 
dip the balloon in cold water, the particles’ motion starts to 
decrease, making the balloon shrink.” The investigation inherently 

incites curiosity in Ewald’s students about why the balloon’s 
circumference changes and then requires them to figure it out. 

Journalism teacher Lisa Birkley is also enabling students to 
follow their curiosities to create meaningful work. After students 
take a scavenger hunt through the Cincinnati Zoo requiring them 
to practice a range of photo shots they’ve been learning about in 
class, they must design a custom poster for a specific teacher at 

HMS. Students must imagine what might 
inspire their specific teacher the most and 
then apply what they’ve learned about 
Photoshop to create the poster.

Eighth-grader Grace Smith says, “It’s 
so exciting to learn how to work the 
cameras better and to take cool pictures 
at the zoo. I’ve discovered so many 
new ways to use Photoshop through 
this project.” 

Birkley isn’t just proud of the way 
her students are using technology, photography, and layout and 
design skills to create artwork, but also how they’re employing 
empathy. “Perhaps best of all is watching students consider 
someone else’s needs and interests over their own to create 
something their teacher will truly appreciate,” says Birkley. “It’s 
great to see students so excited about their work.”

Curiosity Creates  
Comprehension and Compassion 

“Perhaps best of 
all is watching 

students consider 
someone else’s 

needs and 
interests over 
their own…” 
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HMS 6th-grade students (L-R) Tabitha Tobergte, Jacob Robinson and Hayden Hass work together  
with the “chilly balloon” experiment.

Facilities Update
 

L
aunch at 20 Grand is the new Professional Learning Studies Center for the Fort Thomas Independent 
Schools.  It will open in fall 2019 for Highlands High School as an innovative location where students will 
complete advanced course work for a certain block of their daily schedule.  The Launch Professional Studies 

Center will provide a real-world setting that engages students in project-based learning, where they will work 
through authentic problems as proposed by regional businesses and collaborate with industry mentors.

1st floor Convening Room – and new site of Board of Education meetings

2nd floor open seating area

Launch at 20 North Grand is the new professional studies center 

for the Fort Thomas Independent Schools. The first floor houses 

a convening center, district makerspace and a student business 

pop-up shop. The second floor will officially open in fall 2019 for 

Highlands High School as an innovative location where students 

will complete advanced course work for a certain block 

of their daily schedule. The professional studies center 

will provide a real-world setting that engages students 

in project-based learning, where they will work through 

authentic problems as proposed by regional businesses 

and collaborate with industry mentors.

2nd floor café area
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I
f you drop by Carrie Skirvin’s 1st-grade classroom in the morning, you’ll find her facilitating a reading workshop for her students. 
She begins with a quick mini-lesson where she models a reading strategy.

“This morning I demonstrated how to question when reading,” Skirvin recounts. As she read a short section from a book, she 
thought aloud, raising questions she had along the way. The students then followed her example, independently selecting a text to 
read at their level and using post-it notes to code their thinking. 

The way Skirvin runs her reading workshop enables students 
to practice how to become curious and critical thinkers. Students 
not only learn to read in 1st grade but also how to think when 
they read. This practice shows students the value of being 
curious about any content they learn and how much more they 
can contribute when they approach something with a curious 
and critical mindset. 

“Teaching students how to think about their thinking 
(metacognition) is a useful strategy that will aid them through 
school, career and life,” says Skirvin.

First-grader Isla Clark agrees. “Thinking when I read makes 
me remember it, and it gets me ready for 2nd grade.”

Teacher Casey Gesenhues uses research with her 1st-
graders as an instrument for developing curiosity. Recently, 
her students chose one person in their school community to 
interview. “We’ve been discussing what it means to be a part 

of a community and how we could get to know our community better,” says Gesenhues.
Students met with and interviewed members of Woodfill’s community, recorded the conversations on their iPads and then 

pulled the relevant information from their interviews and shared it with the class. First-grader Harper Heiert reflects, “I think 
research helps me become a better leader because when I learn new things I get to share those things with others.”

Woodfill students are practicing being curious about those around them and thinking 
through how to best get to know them. But they are also learning how to empathize with 
people who are different from them. “Students thrive when they are given opportunities 
to figure out how to take charge of their learning by asking questions and exploring new 
things,” says Gensenhues.

Fifth-grade science and language arts teacher Kelly Smith recently employed the curious 
and critical thinking competency in her science module, “Structure and Properties of Matter.” 
Students learned about how the periodic table is divided between metals and nonmetals. At 
the end of the lessons, students designed a solution that would make an everyday project 
easier using their knowledge of the properties of metals and nonmetals.

Fifth-grader Isabella Neufarth says, "Activities like this improve our creative thinking; 
building and designing things makes you think and reflect on your work and your learning.”  

 “I love how students can use these projects to demonstrate the knowledge they’ve 
acquired throughout the entire module,” says Smith. “We still have to learn the vocabulary, 
read articles and understand science standards. Giving students the chance to apply this 
knowledge creatively is not only how we know they understand it, but it shows them the 
joy of learning.” 
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Johnson Students Are in 
the Driver’s Seat  

A
t Johnson Elementary, Project-Based Learning (PBL) 
is the compelling key its teachers use to unlock 
the door of learning for students. PBL is a teaching 

method that allows students to gain knowledge and skills 
through investigating and responding to an engaging, 
complex question or problem. Rather than passively 
learning and reciting facts, students are active drivers 
in their learning, acquiring the skills they’ll need to be 
successful in the 21st century.

First-grade teachers Stephanie Perkins, Erin Staff 
and Megan Bibbins use the question “How does learning 
about the past change our future?” to spark the curiosity of 
students about the 1950s.

First-grader Jane Ryan says she loved the project. “It’s 
like we’re going back in time,” she says. Students learn about 
the time period, compare it to what life is like now and make 
predictions for how clothes, schools, games and technology 
will look in the future.

First-grader Hailey Smith says it gets her thinking about 
the future. “When we do research, it helps us learn more 
about what’s next.”

Not only is it exciting to see what inventions students 
create for the future, but Perkins loves to see how engaged 
students are in their own learning. “They are engrossed 
in the project and are able to apply their knowledge to 
create something new,” she says.

Music educator Alyssa Vanderpool uses the PBL method 
with her 5th-grade students too. To teach about veterans, 
Vanderpool asks students a single question: “How can we 
honor and share the stories of our veterans?” As students 
seek to answer the question, they must research what 
makes someone a veteran and how one might commend 
them. Then students apply the technical skills they’ve 
learned to create an honoring program. 

In groups, students create a proposal for the idea they 
want to execute, present it to the class and determine 
next steps. Once their projects are solidified, students are 
given a digital interactive notebook to extensively plan 
their “steps to success.” Proposed projects include:

• An iMovie that showcases the stories of students from all 
grades who are related to veterans

• A memorial wreath created with the help of another 
grade level, including a written poem to dedicate the 
artwork to veterans

• A schoolwide art mural depicting everyone’s stories in 
relation to a veteran

• A memorial wall of artwork from each branch of the 
armed forces dedicated to those who served during a 
time of combat

• A choreographed song and dance honoring veterans

Fifth-grader Bella Burwick has really enjoyed 
interviewing people. “I’ve learned many different 
stories,” she says, “and how to honor veterans and help 
other people learn how to honor them.” She adds, “Our 
favorite thing is having the freedom to plan our own 
project and schedules.”  

Vanderpool is proud of how these projects are 100 percent 
student directed and says, “As I watch students research, 
plan, troubleshoot, collaborate and work, I’m proud to call 
them our future. I love watching these students grow and 
make their creations come to life.”

Johnson 5th-graders developed and performed a program honoring veterans.

Woodfill 1st-graders (L-R) Cadence Smalley, Jake Walsh, Sophia Dickow, Annah Stanton, Brooklyn Sackenheim, 
Ebba Lemma and Jaxon Greene interview Principal Keith Faust for their research project about community.

Woodfill Piques Curiosity and Promotes Critical Thinking
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2018 Hall of Fame 
Inductees

 
Individuals

• Angela Barre Falhaber  
– 1994–98; Swimming, 
Basketball, Volleyball, 
Softball, Golf

• David Freer – 1967–71; 
Football, Basketball, 
Track

• Tammy Schlarman 
Freihofer – 1986–90; 
Volleyball, Basketball, 
Softball, Track, Tennis

• Justin Frisk – 1993–97; 
Football

• Eric Glaser – 1993–97; 
Baseball, Basketball, 
Golf

• Scott Kuhnhein – 1994–98; Football, Track and Field
• Jean Pritchard – 1972–76; Tennis, Track and Field, 

Basketball, Volleyball
• Kimberly Draud Rohmiller – 1986–90; Tennis, 

Volleyball
• Mike Vories – 1975–79; Basketball, Baseball

 

A
t Moyer Elementary, students learn they can be 
scientists even at the age of six. First-grade teacher 
Kelsey Wind uses her “I wonder …” lesson to 

introduce students to the way 
scientists think. After Wind 
teaches them about how 
scientists Mary Anning and 
Galileo examined the world 
around them, students model 
their exploration by studying 
their own hands.  

“At first, the students 
thought it was silly, since we 
look at our hands every day. 
But what they discovered is that 
there were a lot of things they 
never noticed,” says Wind. After 
creating scientific drawings of 
their hands, students raised 
numerous questions like:

• Why does my finger turn 
white when I press on it?

• Why are the lines on my 
hand different lengths?

• Why do we have finger-
prints?

First-grader Elena Arey observed, “Things don’t look the 
same when you look really closely at them. You notice new 
things.”

Watching students awaken to the learning that can 
happen when they engage their curiosities makes this 
one of Wind’s favorite activities. “It encourages students 
to deepen their understanding of two important scientific 
practices: observation and questioning. It shows them that 
science is something they can do.”

Students in Katy Wall’s 3rd-grade class recently 
experimented with how they could build a bird beak that 
would best adapt to its available food. In teams, students 
designed beaks that could pick up the most food possible 
and assembled the beaks using limited supplies like 
popsicle sticks, forks, spoons, scissors, rubber bands and 
pipe cleaners. After students attempted to use their beaks 
to pick up “food” represented by yarn worms, birdseed, 
sunflower seeds and styrofoam pebbles, they were able to 
adjust their design to increase their success. 

In designing the optimal bird beak, students became 
curious about how birds dig so deeply into the ground to 

reach worms and how their beaks are precise enough to 
pick up tiny seeds. “Students had to be curious and critical 
thinkers throughout this activity in order to determine what 

beak would perform the best, constantly reevaluating their 
designs to produce more effective beaks,” explains Wall.

Students also had a great time working in groups. Ariana 
Kilgore says, “I liked that my teammates were trying to help 
one another. I learned that if you fail, you don’t give up; you 
keep trying.”

Art teacher Nikki Everett encourages the same kind of 
student-driven learning in her art room. Her kindergarten 
students have been exploring paint and learning about 
primary colors. After they watched a music video that 
identified the three primary colors, they headed to their 
tables with plates of red, yellow and blue tempera paint. 
The objective was to create a painting with only three 
colors. “This is one of my favorite lessons because of the 
exclamations I hear from the kids,” says Everett. “Someone 
will shout, ‘I just made purple!’ or ‘Look, Mrs. Everett, there’s 
green!’” 

Whether it’s studying their own hands, building a bird 
beak or painting with primary colors, Moyer students 
are learning how to explore their curiosities, ask critical 
questions and make their own discoveries along the way.

Moyer Turns Curiosity into Discovery

Team of Distinction  •  1978–79 Boys Basketball Team

Coach
•  Wilbur “Bill“ Hermann – 1959–83; Football,  

Basketball, Track, Baseball 

Moyer 3rd-grade students Betsy Krueger, Branden Shelton, Chase Colwell and Edith DeLeon 
Humes  experiment to determine the usefulness of the “bird beak” they crafted.

Photos courtesy of Nancy Schneider
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FTEF GRANTS IN ACTION FTEF GRANTS IN ACTION

YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS SUPPORT CURIOUS & CRITICAL
THINKERS IN STUDENT-RUN BUSINESSES

Each year, your generous donations to the FTEF fund the Teacher Grant program. Through this initiative, the FTEF is able to 
help advance the educational excellence of our students, teachers and schools. Over the years, you have helped fund tools 
and programs that allow students to run their own businesses and develop their critical thinking skills.

Currently HHS has more than five student-run businesses, providing our kids many opportunities to build their 
critical thinking skills and remain curious about how to continue to grow their entrepreneurial spirit. Elise Carter, 
business teacher at Highlands, says, “Our students are learning many components of business management, 
including market research to determine fashion trends and pricing, inventory management and point-of-sale 
integration, accounting through balancing receipts to treasurer reports and customer service by staffing the store.”

BEAM SPIRIT STORE
This joint venture between the Business Management and Fashion

Design classes is an end-to-end business completely run by students
including inventory management, production and accounting. 

BLUEBIRD BREW CAFE
 This joint venture between the Special Education students and the 

Business Department students provides coffee to faculty daily.

BLUEBIRD BISCUITS
HHS Special Education students make dog biscuits as a part of a relationship 

with Brewhaus Dog Bones. This year they are using safe, new kitchen            
equipment from a grant awarded in 2017. See website for a complete list

of where to buy these special treats (brewhausdogbones.com). 

BLUEBIRD CUISINE
Culinary Arts students offer food sales to students throughout the year,
as well as catering events for a profit to reinvest into their department.

BLUEBIRD EMBROIDERY
One hundred percent run by Fashion and Interior Design students they create 

items for the BEAM bookstore and take custom orders. Get yours
in now for the holidays.

Point-of-Sale system granted in 
2013 allows students in the 

student-run bookstore to track, 
sell and report inventory.

Fashion & Interior Design 
students create custom 

designs on their industrial 
embroidery machines during 
a recent home football game.

"Our students not only learn how to make coffee, 
count money and make change but are 

improving their interpersonal and communication 
skills. The collaboration with the business students 

is one of my favorite parts of our program."
Shelly Hoffstedder, 

Special Education Teacher

Fashion & Interior Design students with 
some of their HHS Alumni creations.
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A
fter nine years of being president and two years 
as chairperson of the E. W. Scripps Company, 
Highlands’ alumnus Richard Boehne has 

developed many ideas on what it means to be the 
Portrait of a Graduate and more pointedly how to be a 
Curious Critical Thinker. 

Starting off by reading the current events from 
newspapers at Woodfill Elementary, Boehne found his 
love for news media. 

Boehne said, “I still have framed in my office 
newspaper pages that I ripped out and saved as a 
kid. My favorite is a house ad from The Kentucky Post 
celebrating the importance of the free press and its 
essential role in our democracy. That ad is as relevant 
today as it was then.”

From there, Boehne’s love for journalism grew. 
His first job was in high school, selling newspaper 
subscriptions over the phone. At the same time, Boehne 
was working on the Highlands Hilltopper staff. 

He stated, “I benefited from outstanding teachers. 
They taught me that critical thinking was the basis 
of great storytelling, analysis and expression, and, 
all along the way, they pounded into me the basic 
mechanics of grammar and good writing. They were 
terrific and I have thanked them at every opportunity.” 

After struggling through years of on and off college, 
he finally started producing his own work for a weekly 
newspaper and in 1984 became a full-time reporter. 

After reporting on Wall Street during the recession, 
Boehne started his work at E. W. Scripps covering 
finances, then moved up to a planning group at Scripps, 
and finally found himself at the top of the corporate 
ladder as president and CEO of the company, which 
under his leadership launched HGTV, the Food Network 
and the DIY Network. 

Boehne said, “Even though my job has been very 
rewarding and my love for news and storytelling is 
huge, being president for nine years is a long time. 
Traveling 100 to 130 nights a year can be exhausting, 
especially when you have a family. I worked a lot. To 
have the career I've had took lots time and personal 
sacrifice. So my sons, one of which graduated from 
Highlands and one who didn’t, would tell you about 
times I would leave vacations early.”

However, Boehne’s current position in the company 
is less demanding. As he works as chairperson of 
E. W. Scripps as well as functioning on many other 

journalistic boards and committees, he can now reflect 
on the importance of being a curious critical thinker. 

For Boehne, creativity is key. To him, being a journalist 
requires connecting the dots, breaking things down into 
simplest terms, understanding different points of view; 
the list goes on. 

He states, “Creativity is mandatory in our business 
because creativity is our business. I have spent every day 
of my career working with or leading immensely creative 
people. That has made it easy to be a critical thinker.”

Boehne also knows what makes a good journalist 
versus a not so good journalist. “Really good journalists 
can cut through and provide a simple analysis. You have 
to understand different points of view and really walk 
in other people's shoes. You also have to be curious, 
understanding and deeply empathetic. It makes a 
difference.”

As a past Highlands student himself, Boehne knows 
what students are experiencing. With this in mind, he 
offers these words of advice, “To cope and thrive, students 
must be trained to learn and develop at a ruthless pace. 
Also, because technology is changing the workforce 
so rapidly, I’d encourage students to learn about long-
term workforce trends before making college and career 
decisions. Work and learn a little about adult life until 
you’re ready to walk onto campus with a purpose.”

Richard Boehne

Portrait of a Graduate
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HOMECOMING WEEKEND
We welcomed alumni and friends back to the Nest on October 19 at the Tail Feather Tailgate 
before the football game. Classes of 1973, 1988, 2008 and 2013 all celebrated reunions 
during Homecoming Weekend, many of whom stopped by the Tail Feather to visit with other 
alums before heading in to see Highlands beat the Greenwood Dragons 42–7.

Stay Connected  |  ALUMNI.FTEF.org  |  HHSAA1891@gmail.com  |  859.815.2004

ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT
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 If you or someone you know would like to be 
included in our Alumni Spotlight please email  

us at HHSAA1891@gmail.com.

WE’D LOVE TO 
HEAR FROM YOU! 

Tara (Steinhauser) Halpin (’91)

Class of 1973 gathering before the game.

Our award-winning HHS Marching Band played the alma mater and HHS fight song. 

Josh McIntosh ('05) provided musical 
entertainment for guests during the event.
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HHS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION Tradition Never Graduates

Free BBQ sliders provided by 
Pinky’s Pit — Rob Pinkston (’88) 

Growing the Family Business with 
Curiosity and Critical Thinking 

After graduating from Denison University with a BA in English, 
Tara Halpin came home and began working for Steinhauser 
Printing. She spent six months in each department to fully 
understand the business that was started by her great- 
grandfather in 1905. She is now the owner and CEO of the 
,certified woman-owned, fourth-generation family business. 

In 2008, Halpin led a game-changing decision to sell part of the business and reinvent 
what kind of printing company Steinhauser was going to be for the next 100 years. 
Challenging our 100-year history started with a curiosity to examine how to remain 
competitive in an ever-changing printing environment. But change had to be 
executed using experience, data and critical thinking to ensure success."

Along with running the business, Halpin is active in many industry and community 
organizations. She and her husband, Scott, live in Fort Thomas with their two 
,children who both attend Highlands. 

Tara credits her success as a business owner to her time at Highlands. "HHS instilled 
impeccable study habits and time management. Managing sports and studies 
transfers directly to managing a family and running a business. "  She remembers 
Lucy Cecil as a teacher and coach who "challenged me every day to be the best 
form of myself." 

Her advice to current students: • Always be present and ask the tough questions 
about what is best for your future. • When met with a challenging situation, take a 
step back before you react, handle it with poise and then move on to the next play.  
• Lead by example and be clear about what kind of per son you are when no one is 
watching. • Do what you love!
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START HOLIDAY SHOPPING

from you. for them !
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IN MEMORY OF CAROLYN EHA 
 Dianne and Daniel Beineke
 Grant Craig
  Judith and Richard Emmons
 Susan and Jerry Moore
 Diana Schilling
 Susan Tarvin
 Hovey Turner
 Barbara and Bill Wagner
 HHS Class of 1960

IN MEMORY OF ALLEN FULMER
 HHS Class of 1960

IN MEMORY OF FAY GIGLIA 
  Caroline and Kurt Meier

IN MEMORY OF JANE GOEPPER
 HHS Class of 1960

IN MEMORY OF JAMES GRAVES
  Judy and Peter Erschell

IN MEMORY OF DICK JOHNSTON
  Luci Cecil
  Nancy and Hank Pogue

IN MEMORY OF JANE KILLEN 
  Tom Hill
  Debra and Joseph Schweinefus
  Patricia Simon

IN MEMORY OF FLOYD
"BUB" BASHAM 
  Megan and Mick Abner 
  Karen and Paul Allen
  David Apple, Jr
  Pamela Ballard
  Charlene and John Bankemper 
  Carol Bredemeyer
  Gordon Burrer
  Cathy and John Burt
  Holly and Cris Collinsworth 
  Ron Dill
  Bill Dobbling
  Pam and Mark Dowling
  Judy and Peter Erschell
  Gloria Fennell
  Vickey Fennell
  Jeralyn and Willard Hahn   
  Donna and George Henry  
  Myra C. Hereford 
  Terri and Dave Hill
  Beth and Jeff Hudepohl 
  Peggy and Milt Horner 
  Mary Lynne and Michael Kehoe 
  Kathy and Bud Leftin
  Kim and Jeff McMahon 
  Ann and Frank Meyer
  Lauren and Thomas Meyer 
  Susan and Jerry Moore
  Ginny Neff

  Mary Beth and David Newman
  William Pease
  Nancy and Hank Pogue
  Frances Pollard
  Jennie and Jeff Schlosser
  Amy and Scott Shaffer 
  Marie and Ken Shields
  Judy and Frank Sower
  Dolores and Stan Spritzky
  Debbie and Steve Wahlbrink
  Janet and Milton Walz
  Janine and Roger Walz
  Kris and Gordon Wilshire

IN MEMORY OF JOHN DEERING
  David Apple, Jr.
  James Apple
  Holly and Cris Collinsworth 
  Judy and Peter Erschell 
  Gloria Fennell
  Debbie and Steve Franzen 
  Linda and Jim Gracey 
  Barbara and Randall Heister 
  HHS Class of 1960
  Terri and Dave Hill
  Donna Hornberger
  Lucille Hotchkiss
  Beth and Jeff Hudepohl
D. W. and M. H. McCammish
Roger Neff
Nancy and Hank Pogue
Bonnie and Mike Roth
Barb and Jim Rowland
Mary Anne and Tom Schurter
Amy and Scott Shaffer
Marilyn and Paul Shaver
Judy and Frank Sower
Janine and Roger Walz
Ann and Matt Watts
Barbara Watts
Patricia and William Young

IN MEMORY OF JULIE PENDERY
MARCHETTI 
  Frances Pollard

IN MEMORY OF DR. CARL L.
MOORE AND MUREEN MOORE
  Susan and Jerry Moore

IN MEMORY OF TYLER
STEINHAUSER  
  Charlene and John Bankemper
  Lois and Paul Bergmann
  Debbi and Jerry Broering
  Holly and Cris Collinsworth
  Grant Craig
  Susan Dennis
  Sandy Dorsey
  Roy Dorsey
  Judy and Peter Erschell

  Vickey Fennell
  Susan and John Frank
  Barbara and Randy Fritsche
  Lorraine and Fred Giglia
  Linda and Jim Gracey
  Joyce and Stanley Grau
  Deb and Rick Grover
  Betty Jo and Fred Haas
  Michele Hanna
  Marcia and David Hosea
  Beth and Jeff Hudepohl
  Kris and Bruce Rotte
  Shannon and Hunter Thomas
  Nancy and David Lange
  Karen and James Lied
  Barbara and Eugene Manyet
  Lauren and Thomas Meyer
  Candy and Steve Meyers
  Patricia and Doug Miller
  Sally and Mike Muehlenkamp
  Sandy Patterson
  Nancy and Hank Pogue
  Frances Pollard
  Bonnie and Mike Roth
  Cindy and Pat Roth
  Jane and Robert Sand
  Judith Sarakatsannis
  Amy and Scott Shaffer
  Marie and Ken Shields
  Mary and James Walsh
  Janine and Roger Walz
  Rosa Lee Weaver

IN MEMORY OF HARRIETT 
SWARTZ
  Kathy and Bud Leftin

IN HONOR OF STEPHANIE GRIFFITH
  Wanda and Don Flory

TRIBUTE & MEMORIAL GIFTS ( July 1, 2018, through October 31, 2018) 
We are extremely touched by every family who has chosen the FTEF as a recipient for their memorial 
and tribute gifts. We honor those who have passed and those that have given so graciously.  
A cumulative list of annual gifts (July 1, 2018–June 30, 2019) will be listed in our Annual Report 
mailed in Fall 2019. Please visit ftef.org for a complete list of the gifts received last year (July 1, 2017– 
June 30, 2018).

Read FTEF 2017–18 ANNUAL REPORT 
available now on ftef.org

Help Do BIG Things by donating to 
FTEF ANNUAL APPEAL 

GET LEGACY LOCKER
for my HHS loved one(s)

MAKE A CONTRIBUTION TO THE FTEF 
IN HONOR OF MY KID’S TEACHERS for
their holiday gift! [a great way to say thank you!]

START HOLIDAY SHOPPING

DATES TO REMEMBERDATES TO REMEMBER
MARCH 2nd

 2019____________
FTEF ANNUAL 

DANCE
at the Mess Hall

with the Sly Band!

APRIL 12th
 2019____________

ALUMNI &

OF THE YEAR
DINNER

 TEACHER OF 

Let’s work together to
DO BIG THINGS

IT'S ANNUAL APPEAL TIME!

 Give BIG today:
FTEF.org   I   859-815-2004

HOLIDAY
TO-DO LIST

1918
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Jeff Beach, Chairperson
Lisa Duckworth, Vice-Chairperson
Karen Allen
Brad Fennell
John Weyer 

Central Office Administrators
Karen Cheser, Superintendent
Jamee Flaherty, Assistant Superintendent  

for Student Services
Bill Bradford, Assistant Superintendent  

for Teaching and Learning 

Our Phone Numbers
Central Office ............................................ 781 .3333
Highlands High School .............................. 781 .5900
Highlands Middle School ........................... 441 .5222
Johnson Elementary ..................................441 .2444
Moyer Elementary ...................................... 441 .1180
Woodfill Elementary ................................ 441 .0506

Please let us know if you receive duplicate copies.

Want to Be Added to Our Mailing List?  
Please call the Central Office at 859.781.3333.

You’re Invited!  
The Board of Education of Fort Thomas Independent 
Schools meetings take place the second Monday of each 
month at 6:30pm, usually in the Central Office. Visit our 
website to confirm the time and place.

How Are We Doing? 
Write to us in care of Traditions, 28 N. Fort Thomas Ave., 
Fort Thomas, KY 41075, or e-mail  
Traditions@fortthomas.kyschools.us.
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www.fortthomas.kyschools.us

Are you a Courageous Leader?  
We are looking for industry leaders who have the passion and 

capacity to mentor Highlands High School students.  What 
better way to equip our students than to work with local 

leaders who can guide them in best practices and ways to 
apply 21st century skills to meet the challenges of their future?  

If interested, please contact Karen Cheser at  
Karen.Cheser@fortthomas.kyschools.us.   


